Backgrounder
Overview
Our mission is to unlock actionable
business information and insights to make

by companies, intent signals, and decision-maker
contact information. Our intelligence is kept up to
date in real time.

organizations more successful.

By leveraging artificial intelligence (“AI”) and

ZoomInfo is a leading go-to-market intelligence

platform is able to process billions of raw data

platform for sales and marketing teams. Our

events and refine them into unique and actionable

cloud-based platform provides highly accurate and

insights. To create these insights, our platform

comprehensive information on the organizations

continuously collects, enriches, curates, and verifies

and professionals they target. This “360-degree

the data from millions of proprietary and public

view” enables sellers and marketers to shorten

sources, including our contributory network, which

sales cycles and increase win rates by delivering

captures data on approximately 50 million contact

the right message, to the right person, at the right

record events daily from our free Community Edition

time, to hit their number.

users and many of our paying customers.

Every business needs to sell effectively to thrive.

Our software, insights, and data enable over 16,000

Today, sales and marketing is inherently inefficient.

companies to sell and market more effectively

Sales representatives spend only a third of their

and efficiently. Our customers operate in almost

time actually selling, in large part because they

every industry vertical, including software, business

must spend so much of their time researching,

services, manufacturing, telecommunications,

curating, and organizing data, which is often of

financial services, retail, media and internet,

poor quality. Sales and marketing teams often lack

transportation, education, hospitality, and

machine learning techniques (“ML”), the ZoomInfo

scalable and actionable go-to-market intelligence
to engage their customers and prospects. All
organizations that sell to other businesses can use
ZoomInfo to sell more, in a smarter, better, and
faster way.
Today, approximately 215,000 paid users
leverage our platform to identify the best target
customers, pinpoint the right decision makers,
obtain continually updated predictive lead and
company scoring, monitor buying signals and
other attributes of target companies, craft the
right message, engage via automated sales
tools, and track progress through the deal cycle.
Our go-to-market intelligence platform delivers
comprehensive and high-quality intelligence and
analytics on approximately 14 million companies,
including advanced attributes, technologies used
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real estate, and range from the largest global

broad applicability drives our TAM of approximately

enterprises, to mid-market companies, down to

$26 billion, according to our estimates. Using

small businesses. As customers continue their

the ZoomInfo platform, we have identified over

journey with us, we help them move up the go-to-

750,000 global businesses that sell to other

market maturity curve from basic go-to-market

businesses and have more than ten employees,

operations, such as finding target accounts and

which represent our potential customers. Our

contacts, to more sophisticated motions, such

current customer base of over 16,000 implies

as prioritizing accounts, automating workflows

penetration of approximately 2%.

and campaigns, crafting nuanced pitches, and
monitoring deal momentum. Our robust suite of
software and insights supports every step along
that journey.
Independent of size or industry, we believe our
platform can make almost any sales and marketing
team more effective and more efficient. This

ZoomInfo History of Innovation and Growth
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Our History

with our combined platform that provides broader
coverage and higher-quality insights.

ZoomInfo, formerly known as DiscoverOrg, was cofounded in 2007 by our CEO, Henry Schuck. Henry
founded the company to unlock actionable business

Our Data

information and insights to make organizations

We are able to deliver high-quality intelligence at

more successful. Over time, we developed new and

scale by leveraging an AI- and ML-powered engine

innovative methods for gathering and cleansing

that gathers data from millions of sources and

data and insights using automated processes to

standardizes, matches to entities, verifies, cleans,

scale our capabilities. In February 2019, DiscoverOrg

and applies the processed data to companies and

acquired Zoom Information, Inc. and subsequently

people. To help train our AI and ML technologies and

the combined business has been re-branded as

augment our contributory network, we have a team

ZoomInfo. The acquisition combined the technologies

of 300 research analysts with deep expertise in

of both companies to deliver more value to customers

cleaning B2B data.

ZoomInfo Delivers Go-to-Market Intelligence
Companies

Contacts

Live Org Charts

Location Mapping

Parent and Subsidiary
Relationships

Attributes

Technology Intelligence

News & Events

Funding Intelligence

Scoops

Intent
Alpha Corp. has visited your
webpage 40x in 30 days

Beta Corp. has increased online
research on application monitoring

Omega Corp. will invest
$1m on sales enablement in
the next 12 mo.

Our Customers
Our large and diversified customer base consists

transportation, education, hospitality, and real

of over 16,000 customers spanning a wide variety

estate. Our customers range from the largest

of industry verticals, including software, business

global enterprises, to mid-market companies,

services, manufacturing, telecommunications,

down to small businesses.

financial services, media and internet,
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Our Products

In addition, customers can use the ZoomInfo API

Today, we sell our ZoomInfo platform. We
developed this new platform by combining the
best features from the original DiscoverOrg
platform and the acquired Pre-Acquisition ZI
platform. Certain existing customers continue
to renew their subscriptions to the original PreAcquisition ZI or DiscoverOrg platform, which we

to build customized solutions within their existing
workflows. The combination of the out-of-the-box
features and integrations, enterprise-level API and
webhooks give our customers the ability to build
any logic, in any place.

Our Leadership

continue to support.
HENRY SCHUCK

The original DiscoverOrg platform provides

Founder, CEO, Chairman of the

depth on a limited number of companies, while

Board of Directors

the Pre-Acquisition ZI platform provides more
limited information on a broader set of companies.
The combined platform capitalizes on a greater

Henry Schuck has served as Chief Executive

depth of data across a broader set of companies,

Officer and Chairman of ZoomInfo Holdings

complemented by additional features and insights

LLC (formerly known as DiscoverOrg Holdings,

not available on the prior platforms.

LLC) since founding it in 2007. Prior to founding

We offer four editions: Elite, Advance, Professional,
and Community, ranging from the most complete
functionality to the least.

ZoomInfo, Henry was VP of Research & Marketing
at iProfile, a sales intelligence firm focused on
the IT market. Henry is a cum laude with honors
graduate of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Our integrations with our customers’ CRM and
sales & marketing automation systems are
enabled by 11 out-of-the-box integrations, along
with webhooks and custom code-run so any
customer can build their own export functionality.

with a B.S. in Business Administration and a second
B.S. in Hospitality Administration and holds a
J.D., cum laude, from The Ohio State University
Moritz College of Law. Henry has been named to
Fortune’s “40 Under 40” Class of 2020 list.

Contacts
Kate Feeney

VP, Content, Brand, and Communications

PR@zoominfo.com

Jeremiah Sisitsky

VP, Investor Relations

IR@zoominfo.com

Steve Vittorioso

Director, Communications

PR@zoominfo.com

Rob Morse

Manager, Communications

PR@zoominfo.com

Brunswick Group for ZoomInfo

zoominfo@brunswickgroup.com

Ash Spiegelberg /
Mylene Mangalindan
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